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Frank T.
2 weeks ago

 Recommends
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Punctual, Quality and Reliable
Showed up 15 mins early, ready to go. Did not stop until the job was done and did a fantastic job at a
reasonable price. We would highly recommend to anyone. Floor looks great!
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Ann F.
2 months ago
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Heaven-Sent Service
Summer camp and the start of the school year left our church with a tight schedule for floor maintenance, but
Vince was very accommodating. He worked overtime to leave our floors in PRISTINE condition. Throughout the
process he kept us informed with text messages. Our nursery school opened on-time and looked great. We
highly recommend Vince to anyone who wants top-notch quality and service.
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Deborah B.
2 months ago
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"FLOORED ME!!"
A huge shout out to this company! He saved our floors! Vince and his crew came when our church/school
needed our tile floors cleaned and waxed. I had never, EVER, seen the floors look like this before. Even when
they were brand new they never had the sparkle and shine they do now. They are superior to the other
company that we used....big difference! Very polite service to boot!

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank You it was our pleasure.
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David M.
7 months ago
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Excellent service at a great price. Always punctual, professional and polite. Would highly recommend their
services.
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Ralph D.
7 months ago

 Recommends
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Garden State Fulfillment review for Orlando Cleaning
Orlando cleaning service has worked for me for over 20 years. Vince Orlando was one of a kind. A hard



working man who knew what the word customer meant. Vince and his staff always provided exceptional service
and in a professional manner. If we needed something Vince was always the man you could count on. You also
never knew when he might show up with cannoli's from Brooklyn. Vince sure understood the type of dedication
and respect needed to do a cleaning service, and his staff provided the teamwork needed to get the job done.
When Vince passed away there was not a dry eye in our office and warehouse. We were all a little nervous
when Frank took over the business due to the fact he was filling mighty big shoes. Little did we know that apple
did not fall far from the tree. Frank stepped in and gave us even better service, to honor his father. He worked
hard to provide the same work level I had seen for years. The staff was always on time and the professional
attitude I had always seen never missed a beat. I would recommend Orlando cleaning service to any company.
I truly wish them all the success. Thank you Frank and staff. Regards, Ralph Durham Garden State Fulfillment
/Numark Brands/ DSE Healthcare Solutions, LLC

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
WOW! I want to thank you so much for such a heart felt review. One of my favorite reviews I have ever
received. It is very much appreciated. Thank you for the 20 years of business.
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Tony D.
7 months ago
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True Service
I've been using Frank's service for 10 years and not once has he left the job unsatisfactory. Very consistent,
high quality of work. Truly recommend his service. Tony D.

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank you so much for your kind words. Its pleasure servicing your facility.
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Theresa S.
7 months ago
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Great Service
We are very happy with the quality of service and have never had any problems.

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank you for the kind words. It is really appreciated.
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Valery M.
8 months ago
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Vince Orlando Cleaning has been providing us their services for many years now, we are still very satisfied with
them and will continue to work with them for years to come.

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank you for the kind words and your business throughout the years.
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Jo-Ann W.
8 months ago
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Quality Service, Honest Workers, Dependable
We have been using this service for years now, excellent job every time, always goes above and beyond!

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank you so much for the review. Cleaning your office is definatley a plus on the schedule.
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Dan Q.
8 months ago
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Great Service
We have been using Vince Orlando Cleaning for many years! Trustworthy, thorough, and professional.

Response from Vince Orlando Cleaning Services
Thank you so much for your review. It is very much appreciated. It has been a pleasure having you as a
customer.
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